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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Fresh easterlies are in place across much of the northwest Gulf while a slow-moving warm front is beginning to lift northward 
out of deepwater leases. Much of the Gulf is void of significant thunderstorm activity, but a couple isolated heavy storms have 
periodically lifted north and east along the warm front. Widely scattered storms, a few strong, will be possible especially off 
the upper TX and LA coasts this afternoon and overnight. Also, patchy areas of dense fog that are present this morning may 
become more widespread tonight into Wednesday morning as higher moisture values arrive behind the warm front. East to 
southeast winds and seas outside of storms should trend lighter this afternoon through tomorrow. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Thursday will likely start with light to moderate southerlies and widespread coastal fog in place. The first in a series of cold
fronts may reach the far northwest Gulf late Thursday night into Friday, but any associated wind shift would likely be relatively 
weak. Even so, onshore winds would likely return late Friday into Saturday before the arrival of a second, stronger cold front 
Sunday into Monday. Model solutions due vary with regard to exact timing of these features Friday through Monday thus 
some forecast adjustments during this period are likely.  
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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